Definition of rapid

(Entry 1 of 2)

: marked by a fast rate of motion, activity, succession, or occurrence

rapid

noun

Definition of rapid (Entry 2 of 2)

: a part of a river where the current is fast and the surface is usually broken by obstructions —usually used in plural but singular or plural in construction

Other Words from rapid

Other Words from rapid

Syonyms & Antonyms

Syonyms: Adjective

blistering, breakneck, breathless, brisk, dizzy, fast, fleet, fleet-footed, flying, galloping, hasty, hot, lightning, nippy, quick, rapid-fire, rattling, snappy, speedy, splitting, swift, whirlwind, zippy

Antonyms: Adjective

slow

Choose the Right Synonym for rapid

Adjective

fast, rapid, swift, fleet, quick, speedy, hasty, expeditious mean moving, proceeding, or acting with celerity. fast and rapid are very close in meaning, but fast applies particularly to the thing that moves fast horses and rapid to the movement itself. rapid current swift suggests great rapidity coupled with ease of movement. returned the ball with one swift stroke fleet adds the implication of lightness and nimbleness. fleet runners quick suggests promptness and the taking of little time. a quick wit speedy implies quickness of successful accomplishment
speedy delivery of mail and may also suggest unusual velocity. *hasty* suggests hurry and precipitousness and often connotes carelessness. *a hasty inspection* *expeditious* suggests efficiency together with rapidity of accomplishment. *the expeditious handling of an order*

**Examples of rapid in a Sentence**

**Adjective**

There's been *rapid* growth in the number of new businesses in the town. Scientists are concerned about the *rapid* disappearance of the island's coral reefs.

**Recent Examples on the Web: Adjective**

And such a *rapid* improvement was particularly crucial for the Colts, who are 7-6 this year with star quarterback Andrew Luck back on the field. — Andrew Beaton, *WSJ*, "The Modern NFL Is Moving Beyond the ‘Blind Side’ to a New Guard," 13 Dec. 2018 That’s especially the case for Ginn, who has shown *rapid* improvement in the latter stages of his career. — Steve Reaven, *chicagotribune.com*, "Boys track notes: Barrington's depth shows in its many state qualifiers," 22 May 2018

These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of the word 'rapid.' Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors. Send us feedback.

**First Known Use of rapid**

**Adjective**

1634, in the meaning defined above

**Noun**

1765, in the meaning defined above

**History and Etymology for rapid**

**Adjective**

Latin *rapidus* seizing, sweeping, rapid, from *rapere* to seize, sweep away; akin to Lithuanian aprėpti to embrace
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**Learn More about rapid**

Share rapid

- Post the Definition of rapid to Facebook
- Share the Definition of rapid on Twitter

Resources for rapid
Dictionary Entries near *rapid*

- Raphidiodea
- Raphiolepis
- Raphus
- rapid
- rapidamente
- Rapidan
- Rapid City

Phrases Related to *rapid*

- shoot the rapids

Statistics for *rapid*

Last Updated
7 May 2019

Look-up Popularity
Top 30% of words

Time Traveler for *rapid*

The first known use of *rapid* was in 1634

See more words from the same year
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More Definitions for *rapid*

rapid

*adjective*

**English Language Learners Definition of rapid**

: happening in a short amount of time : happening quickly
: having a fast rate

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/rapid
moving quickly

See the full definition for rapid in the English Language Learners Dictionary

rapid

adjective

rap·id | ˈra-pəd |

Kids Definition of rapid

: very fast a rapid current rapid progress

Other Words from rapid

rapidly adverb
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More from Merriam-Webster on rapid

Rhyming Dictionary: Words that rhyme with rapid

Thesaurus: All synonyms and antonyms for rapid

Spanish Central: Translation of rapid

Nglish: Translation of rapid for Spanish Speakers

Britannica English: Translation of rapid for Arabic Speakers

Comments on rapid

What made you want to look up rapid? Please tell us where you read or heard it (including the quote, if possible).
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glitch

a usually minor malfunction
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